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We are progressing in our effort to identify the key issues and practical
needs of investors interested in investing responsibly, particular in SMEs. A
survey conducted with key investment houses operating in Italy highlights a
still limited adoption of sustainability criteria in investment strategies,
concerns about the current quality of ESG analysis and the need for easily
accessible, standardized set of ESG data.


An analysis on responsible investors’ key issues and needs

In this second piece of research on sustainability issues, Equita analyses in
more details the needs of investors who are interested in investing
responsibly, particularly in SMEs.
Patrizia Grieco, Chairman of the Italian Corporate Governance Committee
and Chairman of Enel, underlined in a recent speech (see the full document
attached) that the integration of sustainability (including environmental,
social and governance factors) into company strategies, risk management
and remuneration policies should make no exceptions based on size. On the
other hand, she reiterated the need for proportionality in the
recommendations of the Code in regard to organisational measures, and
flexibility regarding the methods used to achieve the established objectives.
We intended to use the takeaways from Patrizia Grieco's speech to better
understand, directly from asset managers:
How and to what extent asset managers operating in Italy are including
at present ESG scores in their investment strategies;
The key difficulties investment houses are encountering when defining
these strategies and
What they need in order to encourage wider and better use of ESG
analyses.
The key issues highlighted from the survey collected from the main asset
managers operating in Italy are as follows:
the practice of incorporating sustainability factors in rating procedures
is still far from being universally adopted;
the quality of the available ESG analysis is still prevalently perceived as
inadequate or barely sufficient;
investors lack and would greatly appreciate an easy accessible,
standardized set of ESG data provided by companies;
Investors perceive all three ESG pillars (Environment, Social and
Governance) as relevant and would be in favour of ad hoc guidelines on
ESG reporting for small and medium-sized enterprises.


The result of the survey strongly support our efforts on ESG themes

In our view, the results of the analysis clearly reinforce our commitment:
To spread the awareness amongst issuers of the importance of
sustainability issues and help them to identify any areas that are not
being adequately monitored or reflected in ESG scores;
To support investors in their analysis, providing in our fundamental
research a brief, easily available “ESG business description”, based on
the data collected from the questionnaires drawn up by Equita and Altis.
A template of a brief “ESG business description”, based on the Equita-Altis
questionnaire and to be made available in our fundamental research, will be
presented in the next research on the ESG topic.
February 5, 2020
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AN ANALYSIS ON RESPONSIBLE INVESTORS’ KEY ISSUES AND NEEDS
In this second piece of research on sustainability issues, Equita analyses in more
details the needs of investors who are interested in investing responsibly,
particularly in SMEs.
The analyses outlined in our research with ALTIS (Università Cattolica's Graduate
School of Business and Society in Milan) titled "Sustainability: a made-to-measure
rating system for SMEs", presented at an event in Milan and summarised in note
n° 383 dated 25 October 2019, highlighted a number of issues with the ESG rating
procedures used for SMEs, such as:
Deficiencies in terms of companies' non-financial reporting;
Communication problems between companies and rating agencies;
Failure of valuation models to fully reflect some of the unique features of
SMEs, such as the social impacts they can have on their local communities and
their peculiar governance structures.
Patrizia Grieco, Chairman of the Italian Corporate Governance Committee and Chairman
of Enel, underlined in her speech at the Milan event (English courtesy translation of the
original document is attached to this report) that the integration of sustainability
(including environmental, social and governance factors) into company strategies, risk
management and remuneration policies should make no exceptions based on size. On
the other hand, she reiterated the need for proportionality in the recommendations of
the Code in regard to organisational measures, and flexibility regarding the methods
used to achieve the established objectives.
We intended to use the takeaways from Patrizia Grieco's speech to better
understand, directly from asset managers:
how and to what extent asset managers operating in Italy are including ESG
scores in their investment strategies;
the key difficulties investment houses are encountering when defining these
strategies and
what they need in order to encourage wider and better use of ESG analyses.
We performed our analysis using a short survey which we collected from 25 asset
managers representing the main investment houses operating in Italy.
In our view, the key issues highlighted by the survey are as follows:
the practice of incorporating sustainability factors in rating procedures is still
far from being universally adopted (24% of respondents do not take ESG criteria
into consideration at all and 56% only take ESG factors into consideration to a
limited extent);
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Few of those surveyed (just 20%) have appointed internal team to carry out
due diligence on ESG criteria. Most investors (36%) use the ratings issued by ESG
rating providers or do not use any specific analysis methodologies;
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The quality of ESG analyses conducted by rating providers on SMEs is for the
most part (80%) seen as inadequate or barely sufficient. The key issues brought
to light by our study with Altis are therefore confirmed by the prevalent answers
provided in our survey.
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A large majority of investors would greatly appreciate if companies were to
provide a brief, easily accessible, standardised summary report on ESG issues.
To our surprise, investors feel that this should be a requirement for both large
and small caps. Another issue that came as a surprise to us is that the need to
provide a summary of ESG KPIs is felt more keenly for companies that already
have an ESG rating (84% of respondents consider this to be fairly or very useful)
than for those without a rating (76%).
In our view, these responses highlight the importance of providing investors
with essential but easily accessible information, not just to establish a
preliminary ESG rating where this is lacking but also (and perhaps more
importantly) to corroborate the ESG ratings provided by third parties, for both
large and small caps.
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Investors perceive all three ESG pillars (Environment, Social and Governance) as
important, as shown by the answers to question 5. Investors also focus heavily
on social aspects, which we believe are the most difficult to reflect accurately in
ESG scores (as shown by our research study with Altis and reported in our
October note), to a similar extent to Environment and Governance issues.
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Regarding the “Environment” pillar, in addition to the proposed KPIs,
respondents suggested that carbon footprint or other emissions measurements
should also be monitored.
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Regarding the "Social" pillar, the biggest problem seems to be selecting the
most relevant KPIs, since many of the proposed areas of analysis are perceived as
being important by a large percentage of investors (11 of the 12 proposed KPIs
are considered to be important by at least 20% of respondents).
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As for the “Governance” pillar, on the other hand, investors have a more
homogeneous view of what the most important parameters to be monitored
should be (only 4 out of 7 of the proposed areas of analysis are cited as being
significant by at least 20% of respondents).
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Finally, a large majority of the investors interviewed would be in favour of
special guidelines on ESG reporting for small and medium-sized enterprises.
This point grasps the need mentioned by Chairman Patrizia Grieco to avoid overregulation, but at the same time to adopt standardised output data and
documents, in order to make it easier for all stakeholders to use and access
information.
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The results of the analysis support our effort with investors and issuers for
the development of responsible investing

In our view, the results of the analysis strongly support our current efforts in:
Spreading awareness amongst issuers of the importance of sustainability issues
and helping them to identify any areas that are not being adequately
monitored or reflected in ESG scores;
Encouraging an overhaul of the ratings methodologies currently applied so that
the specific characteristics of SMEs are better reflected in ESG scores;
Helping to define the type of disclosure best suited to the needs of investors
and issuers.
We will therefore provide in the next research on the ESG topic a template of a brief
“ESG business description”, based on the data collected from the questionnaires
drawn up by Equita and Altis.
We intend to promote to issuers the questionnaire and to include in our
fundamental research the ESG business description in order to help investors factor
sustainability into their assessments of issuers' ESG performances and to support
companies in their disclosure of their ESG efforts.
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Sustainability and SMEs by Patrizia Grieco
This is an English courtesy translation of the original document prepared in Italian.
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INFORMATION PURSUANT TO EU REGULATION 2016/958 supplementing Regulation EU 596/2014 (c.d. MAR)
This publication was prepared by the Equita SIM (EQUITA SIM is licensed to provide investment services pursuant to
Italian Legislative Decree no. 58/1998, CONSOB resolution no. 11761 of December 22nd 1998 and registered as no.
67 in the Italian central register of investment service companies and financial intermediaries) Research Division’s
team of financial analysts who are bound to Equita SIM by an employment contract. The team members are:
Gianmarco Bonacina, Massimo Bonisoli, CFA, Paola Carboni, Alessandro Cecchini, Martino De Ambroggi, Luigi de
Bellis, Fabio Fazzari, Emanuele Gallazzi, Stefano Gamberini, Domenico Ghilotti, Roberto Letizia, Andrea Lisi, Luigi
Pedone, CFA, Giovanni Razzoli, CFA
EQUITA SIM is distributing this publication via e-mail to more than 700 qualified operators today: Wednesday, 05
February 2020 at 10:14
The prices of the financial instruments shown in the report are the reference prices posted on the day before
publication of the same.
EQUITA SIM intends to provide continuity in reporting on the financial instruments covered by this document, halfyearly and, in any case, in line with the timing of the periodic financial reporting and any other exceptional events
that occur within the scope of the issuer’s activities.
The information contained in this publication is based on sources believed to be reliable. Although EQUITA SIM
makes every reasonable endeavour to obtain information from sources that it deems to be reliable, it accepts no
responsibility or liability as to the completeness, accuracy or exactitude of such information. If there are doubts in
this respect, EQUITA SIM clearly highlights this circumstance. The most important sources of information used are
the issuer’s public corporate documentation (such as, for example, annual and interim reports, press releases, and
presentations) besides information made available by financial service companies (such as, for example, Bloomberg
and Reuters) and domestic and international business publications.
The recommendations were produced using proprietary Excel models that are stored on company servers. The
models are backed up at the end of each month.
EQUITA SIM has adopted internal procedures able to assure the independence of its financial analysts and that
establish appropriate rules of conduct for them.
However, it is pointed out that EQUITA SIM is an intermediary licensed to provide all investment services as per
Italian Legislative Decree no. 58/98. Given this, EQUITA SIM might hold positions in and execute transactions
concerning the financial instruments covered by the present publication, or could provide, or wish to provide,
investment and/or related services to the issuers of the financial instruments covered by this publication.
Consequently, it might have a potential conflict of interest concerning the issuers, financial issuers and transactions
forming the subject of the present publication.
In addition, it is pointed out that, within the constraints of current internal procedures, EQUITA SIM’s directors,
employees and/or outside professionals might hold long or short positions in the financial instruments covered by
this publication and buy or sell them at any time, both on their own account and that of third parties.
Research Division management alone determines the remuneration of the analysts who produced the publication, and
their remuneration is not linked to Equita SIM’s Investment Banking transactions. It is linked to Equita SIM’s total
revenue, which includes the revenue of the Investment Banking and Sales & Trading Divisions.
For more details on the policies and principles designed to ensure the integrity and independence of Equita SIM
analysts, please refer to the policy on organizational mechanisms of the Research activity available at www.equita.eu
on the “Legal notices” section.
Regarding securities for which EQUITA SIM has the role of sponsor and/or specialist the coverage policy is always
coherent with the requirements of the role itself.
For additional details on the policies and principles that guarantee the integrity and independence of Equita SIM
analysts, please refer to the policy on the Research Division’s organisational and administrative mechanisms, which
is available online at www.equita.eu in the “Legal Notices” section.
The recommendations to BUY, HOLD and REDUCE are based on Expected Total Return (ETR – expected absolute
performance in the next 12 months inclusive of the dividend paid out by the stock’s issuer) and on the degree of risk
associated with the stock, as per the matrix shown in the table. The level of risk is based on the stock’s liquidity and
volatility and on the analyst’s opinion of the business model of the company being analysed. Due to fluctuations of
the stock, the ETR might temporarily fall outside the ranges shown in the table.
EXPECTED TOTAL RETURN FOR THE VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF RECOMMENDATION AND RISK PROFILE
RECOMMENDATION/RATING
BUY
HOLD
REDUCE

Low Risk

Medium Risk

High Risk

ETR >= 10%

ETR >= 15%

ETR >= 20%

-5% <ETR< 10%

-5% <ETR< 15%

0% <ETR< 20%

ETR <= -5%

ETR <= -5%

ETR <= 0%

The methods preferred by EQUITA SIM to evaluate and set a value on the stocks forming the subject of the
publication, and therefore the Expected Total Return in 12 months, are those most commonly used in market
practice, i.e. multiples comparison (comparison with market ratios, e.g. P/E, EV/EBITDA, and others, expressed by
stocks belonging to the same or similar sectors), or classical financial methods such as discounted cash flow (DCF)
models, or others based on similar concepts. For financial stocks, EQUITA SIM also uses valuation methods based on
comparison of ROE (ROEV – return on embedded value – in the case of insurance companies), cost of capital and
P/BV (P/EV – ratio of price to embedded value – in the case of insurance companies).
The purpose of this publication is merely to provide information that is up to date and as accurate as possible. The
publication does not represent to be, nor can it be construed as being, an offer or solicitation to buy, subscribe or
sell financial products or instruments, or to execute any operation whatsoever concerning such products or
instruments.
EQUITA SIM does not guarantee any specific result as regards the information contained in the present
publication, and accepts no responsibility or liability for the outcome of the transactions recommended therein or
for the results produced by such transactions.
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All investment/divestiture decisions are the exclusive responsibility of the party receiving the advice and
recommendations, who may decide whether or not to execute the investment/divestment based on his or her
own knowledge and expertise.
Therefore, EQUITA SIM and/or the author of the present publication cannot in any way be held liable for any
losses, damage or lower earnings that the subject using the publication might suffer following execution of
transactions on the basis of the information and/or recommendations contained therein.
The estimates and opinions expressed in the publication may be subject to change without notice.
The list of all conflicts of interest, rating dispersion, last 12 months recommendation made by Equita SIM’s
analysts and other important legal disclaimers are available on www.equita.eu in the “Legal notices” section.
This document has been provided to you solely for informational purposes and may not be reproduced or
distributed, directly or indirectly, to any other person, nor may it be published, wholly or in part, for any reason,
without EQUITA SIM’s specific authorization. By accepting this document, you agree to comply with the limitations
indicated above.
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SOSTENIBILITÀ: UN NUOVO STUDIO PER ESAMINARE COME GLI INVESTITORI
INCORPORANO I FATTORI ESG NEL LORO PROCESSO DI VALUTAZIONE E PER
AGEVOLARE TALE PROCESSO
-

EQUITA HA ANALIZZATO IL PROCESSO DI INCLUSIONE DEI FATTORI ESG NELLE STRATEGIE DI INVESTIMENTO DEGLI
ASSET MANAGER ATTIVI IN ITALIA E INDIVIDUATO LE PRINCIPALI DIFFICOLTÀ CHE SORGONO DURANTE LA DEFINIZIONE
DI TALI STRATEGIE E LE POSSIBILI AREE DI MIGLIORAMENTO

Milano, 5 febbraio 2020

Equita, l’investment bank indipendente italiana, ha pubblicato in data odierna una nuova ricerca dedicata ai temi della
sostenibilità con l’obiettivo di continuare a fornire alla comunità finanziaria spunti e considerazioni che migliorino il
processo di valutazione delle società, in particolare delle PMI, e ottimizzino il processo di integrazione della sostenibilità
nelle strategie e nella gestione dei rischi da parte di tutti gli attori coinvolti sul mercato.
Con questo nuovo studio Equita ha voluto analizzare in che modo il processo di inclusione delle valutazioni e dei fattori ESG
risulti già incorporato nelle strategie di investimento degli asset manager attivi in Italia, quali siano le principali difficoltà
operative riscontrate dalle case di investimento nella definizione di tali strategie e quali possano essere le principali esigenze
per favorire una diffusione più ampia e qualificata della sostenibilità e dei fattori ESG.
L’analisi è stata condotta attraverso un questionario a cui hanno risposto circa 30 gestori che rappresentano le principali
case di investimento operanti in Italia.
Uno dei principali risultati che emerge è che l’inclusione della sostenibilità nel processo di valutazione delle aziende è
ancora distante dall’essere universalmente adottata (il 24% dei rispondenti non tiene ancora in considerazione i parametri
ESG nel processo di valutazione, mentre il 56% ne tiene conto sono marginalmente); poche realtà tra i rispondenti (solo il
20%) hanno strutturato un team interno per effettuare un’attenta analisi dei parametri ESG sulle società oggetto di
potenziale investimento e la maggior parte utilizza rating prodotti dalle agenzie di rating ESG (36%) o non utilizza una
specifica metodologia di analisi (44%). Peraltro, la qualità dell’analisi ESG condotta dai provider viene per lo più valutata
inadeguata o appena sufficiente dall’80% dei rispondenti.
Tra i suggerimenti che emergono dall’analisi, gli investitori apprezzerebbero la predisposizione di un set informativo sui
temi ESG di tipo sintetico, standardizzato e facilmente consultabile da parte delle società valutate. Questa esigenza si evince
sia per le large cap che per le small cap, ed è sentita maggiormente per le società che sono già dotate di rating ESG (84%
dei rispondenti lo ritengono abbastanza o molto utile) rispetto a quelle sprovviste di rating (76%). Queste evidenze
segnalano l’importanza di fornire agli investitori un set informativo rapidamente consultabile sia per sviluppare un rating
ESG preliminare sia per corroborare le valutazioni ESG fornite da soggetti terzi.
Dall’analisi condotta risulta inoltre che la rilevanza percepita dagli investitori è elevata per tutti e tre i fattori ESG. Anche
gli aspetti sociali infatti – che sono quelli più difficili da valorizzare come evidenziato dallo studio condotto da Equita e
l’Alta Scuola Impresa e Società dell’Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (ALTIS) a settembre 2019 – ricevono un grado di
attenzione elevato e comparabile a quello relativo all’ambiente e alla governance.
Sulle tematiche sociali la criticità maggiore sembra essere la selezione dei parametri chiave più rilevanti, dal momento
che quasi tutti i parametri proposti (11 su 12) vengono ritenuti importanti da almeno il 20% degli investitori. Sulle
tematiche di governance invece gli investitori hanno una visione più uniforme di quali siano i parametri più importanti da
monitorare dato che solo alcune delle aree di analisi proposte (4 su 7) vengono indicate come significative da almeno il
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20% dei rispondenti. Sulla tematica ambientale infine, oltre ai parametri proposti, i rispondenti hanno indicato anche il
carbon footprint e altre forme di misurazione degli impatti ambientali come parametri da monitorare attentamente.
L’ampia maggioranza degli investitori intervistati si è poi dichiarata favorevole alla definizione di linee guida ad-hoc per le
piccole e medie imprese circa la rendicontazione ESG. Questo punto coglie le esigenze espresse dal mercato di
standardizzare i dati e la documentazione prodotta dalle società in modo da rendere più facilmente fruibile l’accesso alle
informazioni da parte di tutti gli stakeholder, senza necessariamente dover introdurre nuovi adempimenti regolamentari.
Andrea Vismara, Amministratore Delegato di Equita, ha commentato: “Con questo secondo studio Equita ha voluto
analizzare se e in che modo gli asset managers attivi in Italia hanno integrato le loro strategie d’investimento con
valutazioni ad-hoc dei fattori ESG. I risultati della ricerca evidenziano che c’è ancora molto da fare e che solo alcuni asset
managers si sono strutturati con team dedicati alla valutazione della sostenibilità delle aziende. La predisposizione di set
informativi sintetici, standardizzati e di facile consultazione da parte delle società investibili aiuterebbe sensibilmente gli
asset managers nel processo di selezione degli investimenti, velocizzando l’incorporazione della sostenibilità e dei fattori
ESG nel processo di valutazione”.
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Equita è l’investment bank indipendente italiana, partner di riferimento per le imprese e gli investitori istituzionali. Con più di 45 anni di esperienza, Equita
offre un modello di business chiaro e focalizzato: l’area Global Markets, con le sue attività di Sales & Trading e Proprietary Trading offre servizi di
intermediazione su titoli azionari, obbligazionari, derivati ed ETF per clienti istituzionali nazionali e internazionali, attività di market making, specialist e
liquidity provider. A tali attività viene affiancata una piattaforma di Investment Banking di alto profilo e dedicata alla consulenza a imprese e istituzioni
finanziarie. L’Alternative Asset Management, che oltre alla gestione tradizionale di portafogli offre gestioni innovative di private debt e private capital
come la SPAC, completa la gamma di servizi specializzati e sinergici offerti. Tutte le linee di business sono inoltre continuamente supportate da un team
di Ricerca riconosciuto per la sua eccellenza. Consulenza indipendente e conoscenza approfondita dei mercati accreditano Equita presso investitori
istituzionali nazionali e internazionali, garantendo un posizionamento unico nel mercato italiano e mantenendo un focus sulle mid & small caps.
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